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AVAILABILITY AND MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURES OF REDUNDANT
SYSTEMS WITH RANDOM MAINTENANCE of SUBSYSTEMS

W. Schneeweiss
Siemens Corp,, Division of Measuring and Process

Technology, Karlsruhe

1. Introduction

The distinction between "self-indicating" and "hidden"

failures is extremely important in computer practice. In most

cases the "self-indicating" failures can be repaired relatively

quickly, e.g. by the replacement of subsasemblies, This main-

tenance is performed at statistically-describable points in

time and is independent of hidden faults, although hidden

faults are often corrected during the course of such main-

tenance. This kind of maintenance strategy can be considered

stochastic with respect to hidden failures and derives its

feasibility solely from the correction of seli"-indicating

faults.

of hidden failures and

rich is in stationary opera-

long period of time. At

axis in Fig. 1) maintenance

occurs which is not re-

Fig. 1 shows the time sequence

maintenance for a subsystem no, i w]

tion, i.e. has been operating for a

t = tv (cf. the crosses on the time

is performed; at t = to v a failure

paired until tv+1'

We shall define W  as the interval between successive

maintenance actions.

If Ai is the down-time, B i is the time between failures and

* Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text.
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1^ Colons are always placed alongside the newly-defined
quantity in our defining equations.
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2• _ MTBF of a SubsystemM

}	 This problem is almost trivial if the distribution func-
tion Fi(T) of the operating interval Bi of subsystem no * i,
i.e. the probability P(Bi .^ T) l) , is known (though this will

sometimes be difficult to achieve). In this case

EBS = j -rf,(r)& = [i —Ft {s}] d:.
^	 o

If it happens that B  is exponentially distributed according

to

Fi (T) = 1 - eXp (-Y iT) ,	 {7)

then it can be quickly confirmed by substitution in eqn. (b)
that

4, Mean Down-Time of a Subsystem

It is known ( cf. Fig. 1) that

F4(t): = P(B,S;); lj(x)+= d
dt 

F,{:}

and, with Wi denoting the maintenance interval of subsystem

no. i,

1) P(A) is the probability of the random event A.

C9)
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Since this is to be true for all maintenance intervals of

this subsystem, the points at which maintenance is performed

form a stationary renewal process (cf. Cox [41 or Stamer [2]0

for example). We are now considering only such maintenance
intervals, i.e. the time intervals between successive main-

tenance actions (with the actual checking and renewal pro-
cedure carried out in a negligibly short time), which con-
tain a subsystem failure (tA 

j 
in Fig. 1).

i

The down-time of interest is then the segment of the
maintenance interval of length Wi with left boundary point t

and right boundary point tj+1 lying to the right of the fail-
ure point to:J• The mean downtime Ai is still unknown. Ac-

cording to Fig. 1,

EAj=E(rf},-tAj)M EQj+1 j) -BQAj--tj) `	 ( 10)
=EWi—EBt'.

So, according to eqn. (9),

EW,.. [t—F,(t)]ds.
6

In calculating EB' i it is assumed that subsystem i is

"like new" after each maintenance is performed. It is advan-

tageous to calculate individual EB' i values in two steps:

first Wi is held constant, i.e. a conditional expectation is

calculated, and then the expectation is forged from this
( Wi= T)-dependent random variable. In this case, since W i = T

is equivalent to B' i < T,

EBi = E [E(Bi l Bj* S s)] ,	 (12)
(1)

whereby the extreme expectation on the right is over T.

5



E0*1$, s1r)= i tl (t)dt

P(a 1 b)=P(
P(b) (14)

2b

Now, by definition, the conditional expectation is given

by

A

with a still-unknown distribution density function f i . Ac-

cording to the general formula for the conditional probability

of events a and b

we obtain the fbllowing -expression for the conditional prob-
ability that 1ti lies between t and t + At solel for cases
where W  = T (i.e., on condition that B i T). 1T

AWAt= AIAMIFAT)+00U); t+dt;S:,
o; t>:.	 { 15 )

This density apparently also satisfies the normalization rule

for distribution densities of positive random variables

jj&)d1=1.

Note: The above events a and b can, incidentally, be inter-

preted directly as "hits" in certain intervals on the time
axis. In Fig. 2, a is a hit, i.e. a failure in the interval
{t, t+ot] and b is a hit in the interval {0,T]. Thus,

osa(t)={taB;st+dt}; b=(0<B;st).

1) It should be noted that P(B' i < T) = Fi(T).

C
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A direct consequence is that for t + At < T. the average

a(t)n b=®(t),

since a(t) C b. In our case, therefore, it follows from eqn.

( 14) that

P[a(t)1 b]=P[aU%
P(h)

This is simply another way of writing the top line on the

right-hand side of eqn. (15).  That the bottom line of eqn.

(15) yields zero follows from the fact that for t > i

e(t)r%b=0 (empty set)

(see Fig. 2. The probability of the empty set, i.e. of an

impossible event, is always 0, however.

If eqn. (15) is now substituted into eqn. (13), we have

After calculating the expectation over Wi , eqn. (9) leads to

"1 izl
:8; j;1(T)jtfJ(1)jtjf. {17)

On condition that one failure occurs between any two successive

maintenance actions, the mean down-time [acc. to eqn. (10)]

follows f x om eqn. ( 17) as

EA,=EW,—EJr,

fir) tfj (t)dt dir.
8 	 A )

7
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Egn._(1$) is the principle result of this study!

In the special case of -a Poisson-type maintenance

routine, i.e. if

jr{t)= 7# CXP(-Y0) ► P, {t)=1—OW -141,	 (19)

and in the case of an exponential time-before-failure distri-
bution, i.e. if

f{t)=YrXP{—y^t)^ Fr{tj=l— e^cp {"' ►̂̂ ^,	 {20}

we obtain the following formula for calculating EAi:.

tf,(t)dt=y, tarp(—ylt)dt=

D— CxP(— r,=)]—:eXp(-7A-

Because

A00fink-fit)  
F,W 1—axp(-v)

and

j ti—^,{=}]dss X
0

•

we can substitute in eqn. (18) to obtain

SAO=-- P { —fir;^ ►r —._.. _____,^ d,

_—_--+^
f^ ri ^^ {fir ^►̂ ^t

1

8
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Fig. 2. The average of events a and b.

It should be noted that the sum on the right is a special

case of the Riemann C-function, since

9
C(r,c):=

A 
o(k+c)' •; v> 1. 	 (22)

Several values of ;(2,c) are calculated in the Appendix.

More precise is

k+'

71 )L 
i

so that

1rt,• ^! 71 ((2. 71) -1  -- 	 (23)
11 /r	 1, 

If Y i » Y i , i.e. if the MTBF is considerably larger than
the mean interval between two maintenances, then according to

the Appendix

{24}

is usually an adequate approximation. This leads to



EA#=- L * 11107i+
	 {25}

i.e., "on the mean" the failure occurs mid-way between two

consecutive maintenance points.

5. Comparison with Periodic Maintenance

The above-mentioned special inte rpretation of the prob-
lem, i . e. that the arbitrariness of the maintenance points is
determined by "self-indicated" failures, is obviously unsuit-

able in the case of periodic maintenance.. In practice, peri-

odic maintenance should be practiced as a supplement to sto-

chastic maintenance.

In other respects the solution for the case of periodic

maintenance at time intervals T has already been presented in

the preceding Section. It is necessary merely to set T = T in

eqn. (lb) to obtain

T

•

[This result also follows formally from eqn. ( 17) with f'i (-O
6(T - T).]

Moreover, since in the trivial case

Ewi = T,

the mean down-time according to eqn, (10) becomes

EA,.. T—^ 
r	 (26)

10
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( 27)

In the special case of an exponential distribution for Bit

therefore, it follows from eqn. (24) that

Eai=

M 
T.	

I	 I	 p(—vj7)]- 7 —y,T)
(ex r,?'^ rj

ter_' + T
71 expum— i

1

Of interest here is an approximation for the cr..3e of fre-
quent maintenance

YiT « 1, i.e. T «	 .
i

Then,	 ause
2T2 3T3

CXP (?IT) =1 +?tT+r' +^'^ +...

the quotient

T	 *S 1 1—rT +.., .
	

(28)

	

exp(71T)- 1 rj	 2

But this yields the approximation

Egli =T— L + 1 1— +...

	

7, n	 2	 (29)
T

ea 2

which is quite plausible, because the failure probability

density will be constant for a T which is small compared to

l/Yi.

11



X,,=X1&X2VX1&X3VX1&X4 VX2&
&X3VX2&X4VX3&X4--

(30)

x,&x,mx,x, and xvx,=x,+x,_xx,

Xs = I — (^ — X 1 X2)( 1 — X 1 X3)( 1 — XIX4)'
'(I—X2X3)(1—X2X4)(1—X3X4)-

(31)

also lead to

(32)

6. Example

The Two-Out-Of-Four Selection System

If the entire system is functional when at least two of
its four subsystems are intact, the system function is as
follows:

The expressions

Because of the so-called idempotent relation XN 
= X for

Boolean variables we now have, after some elementary inter-
mediate operations .

X,MXIX2+XIX3+XIX4+X2X3+X2X4+X3X4—

—2(XIXIX.I+XiX2X4+XIX3X4+X,2X3X4)+ 	 (33)
+3X,X,X.,X,i.

I

If all subsystems have the same availability V ot then according
to eqn * (4) the system availability V 

s 
becomes

1 1)	 (34)Vs 6 Ve' — 9 Vo3 +3 V*"=Vo'(6-8 Vo+3 V92)

1) The same result is obtained by elementary probability
theory and combinatory analysis from

(4) Wp+ (4) V93 (I _ V#1 + (4) V
Ve M 

2	 3	 4 

$^.

12.
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and, according to eqn. (5), the defining equation for the mean

time between failures (MTBF) EB s is as follows (with the MTBF

of all subsystems designated as EBo

Y# =6
. 2 V02 — g.3 

Y0 
+3.4 V"

EB,	 EBo	 EBo	 E	
(35)

= 12 Yo (1—V•
EBo

The MTBF follows explicitly from the last two equations;

	

EB,=EB (f:--8 Yq+3 Ye)_	 {3b}
12(1— Vo)

We must r .u , ,,t determine EBo and, for Vo , EAo ; For an

exponentially—distributed Bo according to

Fo(t)=1—exp(—y9I)

we have the known relation

EBo = 1/yo;	 (37)

and, according to eqn. (25), for maintenance points with a

Poisson distribution (exponential intervals with expectation

1f Yo , which may be equal for all subsystems) we have-

EAo = 1 'o 2^ o —1 .
YO yo	 yo
	

(38)1
2 jo' 10 10.

By definition, the availability is derived from EB o and EA o:

Yo=EB
— E80

-.

13



For the practically-important case of Yo » Y0 , i.e. for main-
tenance which is frequent relative to the failure rate, eqn.
(37) and (38) lead to

y =	 I/ya	 s 2 10 -	 I	 (39)° 1/yO +1/(2YO)Zoo+-tQ 1+-yo/{210}

Tab. 1 gives the V© , EBo , Vs and EBs for several values of Yo
and Yo'

Table 1. Availability V and MTBF EB of the 2-out-of-4 System
for the Case of Poislon Maintenan ge with Rate Yo and a

Failure Rate Yo of the Individual System

Ya Y • Vs ED. V: EBi

10 tA-^ 4.993AAJ^,-001 1@"# 9.""9710-001 ;.	 3i ^•—Ali
S- 10-4 9.990011 I* -001 9.999"516-001 >R.k+71fiH^i— A1A

jW4 9.93023019-001 9.999991^i-001 3. tOSS6^-009

3 . 10-1 S • 10 4 9.99500319-001 3. 10" 9.99999710-001 6.68066910-011
2.S • 10-4 9.9900111*-001 9.99998016-001 1.67343310-011

• w4 9291i0Si	 =001 1k	 1 10 =001 i^1^111	 =OOS

10-1 10-4, 9.99=319-001 i0-T 9.9999971 —OQt 3.36033310-012
S . 1" -, 9.99001in—wi 9.949993p-401 L3671"14-011

1*4 9.9XOOS 0-001 9.9999911 —001 3.60AS37M-010

7. Appendix

Calculating Values of the Two-Parameter Zeta Function

We shall attempt to calculate numerical values for the

two-parameter Zeta function

14
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C(2,c) defines the surface which lies to the right of the

ordinate below the step curve in Fig. 3 (schematic),

Fig. 3. The 2—parameter zeta function.

A lower approximation is

amamamamim

1-14

dx	 1	 1
(x̂ +c)z= ^x+c ^ c

e

An upper approximation is; according to Fig. 3,

c +_

If accuracy requirements are not too high, then

, (I +

will probably be a satisfactory approximation for c >> 1.

If requirements are high, N summands of series (40) must
be computed and the rest estimated by

dx	 1
{x^^=N+c

/228

15
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i

1

Then the relation

N+c<C(2,► c)— 
/k--+^t1V+c 1+—+C) {1)k 01	 }

is more precise.

The accuracy is thus dependent on the sum N + c ab, i.e.

a smaller N is sufficient for large values of c. Further re-
sults have been published by Jahnke/Emde [5].

The author is grateful to the reviewer for many valuable
suggestions.
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